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Abstract

We show that the Stanley–Wilf limit for the class of 4231-avoiding permutations is at least by 9.47
bound shows that this class has the largest such limit among all classes of permutations avoiding
permutation of length 4 and refutes the conjecture that the Stanley–Wilf limit of a class of permu
avoiding a single permutation of lengthk cannot exceed(k −1)2. The result is established by constructin
sequence of finite automata that accept subclasses of the class of 4231-avoiding permutations and
their transition matrices.
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1. Introduction

Letσ = σ1σ2 · · ·σk andπ = π1π2 · · ·πn be permutations of{1,2,3, . . . , k} and{1,2,3, . . . , n}
respectively, written as their sequences of values. Thenσ occurs as a pattern inπ if for some
subsequenceτ of π of the same length asσ all the values inτ occur in the same relative ord
as the corresponding values inσ . If σ does not occur as a pattern inπ we say thatπ avoidsσ .
A pattern class of permutations, or simply class, is any set of permutations of the form:

Av(X) = {π : ∀σ ∈ X, πavoidsσ }
whereX is any set of permutations. We writesn(X) for |Av(X) ∩ Sn|. We usually write Av(σ )

rather than Av({σ }). Pattern classes are the lower ideals of the set of all finite permutations
respect to the partial order “occurs as a pattern in” and so are closed under arbitrary inters
and unions.

Much of the study of pattern classes has concentrated on enumerating classes Av(X) whenX

is a relatively small set of relatively short permutations. Results in this area led Stanley an
to make the following conjecture, recently resolved by Marcus and Tardos:

Theorem 1 (Stanley–Wilf Conjecture, Marcus and Tardos [1]).Let X be any non-empty set o
permutations. Then there exists a real numbercX such thatsn(X) � cn

X for all n.

This theorem, together with the super-multiplicativity ofsn(π) shown by Arratia in [2] implies
that for each permutationπ there exists a positive real numberL(π) called theStanley–Wilf limit
of the class Av(π) such that:

L(π) = lim
n→∞ sn(π)1/n.

As sn(π) is thenth Catalan number for all permutationsπ of length 3, the Stanley–Wilf limits
of these permutations are all 4. The values ofL(π) are also known exactly for all permutatio
of length 4 except 4231 and 1324 (which have the same Stanley–Wilf limit, by the ob
isomorphism between the corresponding classes). Bóna [3,4] provided bounds:

9� L(1324) � 288.

Little is known about Stanley–Wilf limits in general, and in fact it is not known if the Stan
Wilf limit of Av (X) exists for arbitrary setsX. Regev [5] proved thatL(12· · ·k) = (k − 1)2.
Bóna [6] showed thatL(π) � (k − 1)2 for all layered permutationsπ of lengthk (a permutation
π is layered ifπj+1 < πj implies πj+1 = πj − 1). The only general upper bound onL(π) is
given by Marcus and Tardos’ proof of the Stanley–Wilf conjecture and is

L(π) � 152k4(k2
k )

for all π ∈ Sk . Kaiser and Klazar [7] present an unpublished proof of Pavel Valtr showing
there is an absolute constantc such thatL(π) > ck2 for all π ∈ Sk . Arratia [2] conjectured tha
this quadratic lower bound is essentially correct, in fact, thatL(π) � (k−1)2 for all permutations
π ∈ Sk . We refute this conjecture by proving that:

L(4231) � 9.47.
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Our proof of this result makes use of the insertion encoding for permutations. We es
that there is a class of permutations, strictly contained in Av(4231) whose elements are in one
one correspondence with the words of a language accepted by a certain finite automaton
the standard transfer matrix approach we are able to determine the growth rate of this la
which provides the lower bound cited above.

The approach we have adopted is by no means the only possible approach to the compu
problem of providing approximations toL(4231). For example, one could consider subtree
the generating tree of Av(4231), such as those that might be generated by the WILF algor
of Zeilberger [8]. Alternatively, the intersection of Av(4231) with various other classes cou
be enumerated. Obviously we found the approach presented here to have been a par
effective one. In particular the correspondence between states of the finite automaton
easily-constructed “lock sequences” (see below) was particularly helpful in permitting th
merical computations to be carried out efficiently.

In order to make this paper self-contained we provide a brief introduction to the ins
encoding in the next section. Then we will describe the automaton (actually a sequence
tomata) referred to above, and prove the required correspondence. We include a brief dis
of the computational methodology and then a summary and conclusions.

2. The insertion encoding

The insertion encoding is a general method for describing permutations. It shares som
larity with the generating tree approach introduced by Chung, Graham, Hoggat and Kleim
and also to the enumeration schemes of Zeilberger [8] two approaches which have been
used to enumerate or determine structural information about a number of permutation c
More recently the broadly similar ECO method [10–12] has been used in a variety of enu
tional contexts.

A permutationπ is viewed as “evolving” by the successive insertion of new maximal
ments. Thus, the stages in the evolution of 264153 are:ε (the empty word), 1, 21, 213, 241
24153 and 264153. Each step of the evolution is described by a code letter of the formfi , li ,
ri or mi wherei is a positive integer. The intent of the symbols will become more clear
the evolution ofπ we also include placeholders, calledslotsin positions where an element w
eventually be inserted. We denote a slot by the symbol�. Now the evolution of 264153 can b
written as:

� → �1� → 2�1� → 2�1�3→ 24�1�3→ 24�153→ 246153.

It can be seen that each event in the evolution is of one of four types: filling a slot (th
two events), insertion on the left-hand end of a slot (the addition of 4), on the right-hand en
slot (the addition of 3), or in the middle of a slot splitting it in two (the addition of 1). The c
letters then describe the type of insertion to carry out, and the subscript denotes the slot i
to perform the insertion (counted from left to right). Thus the insertion encoding of 2461
m1l1r2l1f2f1.

In considering Av(4231) it turns out that a small modification of this encoding provide
more natural description of the resulting language. In this modification, the rightmost s
distinguished by not allowing eitherr or f code letters in that slot. This ensures that ther
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always a slot present at the right-hand end—an evolution may be complete when this is t
remaining slot. With respect to this convention, the evolution of 246153 becomes:

� → �1� → 2�1� → 2�1�3� → 24�1�3� → 24�153� → 246153�.

The corresponding encoding remainsm1l1m2l1f2f1. For the remainder of this paper, it is th
variation of the insertion encoding which we refer to asthe insertion encoding. The reason th
this modification facilitates later analysis is that we need not make a case distinction ba
whether a potential “1” for a 4231 pattern occurs after the final slot.

We mention without proof the following result from [13]. It is not actually used in the n
section, but provides the motivation for it.

Theorem 2. Let k be a fixed positive integer. The collection of permutations whose evol
requires at mostk slots at any point forms a pattern classBk . The insertion encodings ofBk

form a regular language, as do the insertionencodings of any pattern classBk ∩ Av(X) where
X is a finite set of permutations.

The theoretical methods of [13] provide, in principle, an effective method for determ
the regular languages representing the insertion encodings ofBk ∩ Av(4231). In practice, these
methods require various operations on automata which are of exponential complexity and
are impractical for most values ofk.

Instead, in the next section, we describe a direct construction of the automaton which
nizes words belonging to the insertion encodings of elements ofBk ∩ Av(4231).

3. The automaton

Consider a configuration of elements and slots which might arise in the evolution of a
avoiding permutation. In this configuration there may be some instances of patterns of th
· · ·� · · ·b · · ·� · · ·a · · · whereb > a. Wherever such an instance occurs the first slot mus
filled before the second slot can be. Otherwise we would obtain a pattern· · ·d · · ·b · · · c · · ·a · · ·
with a < b < c < d in the resulting permutation, that is, an instance of 4231. Conversely, the
way we could ever create a 4231 pattern would begin with the insertion of an element in
second slot in such a pattern. Borrowing terminology from [14] we say that in this configu
the second slot islockeduntil such time as the first slot (and any other slot participating in s
patterns with it) are filled.

We now turn to the question of how locks are created, and how they interact. Suppose
have a configuration oft slots:

α1�α2� · · ·�αj�αj+1� · · ·αt�
whereα1 throughαt represent sequences of elements, and each of them except possiblα1 is
non-empty. Suppose that thej th slot is not locked and we insert a new maximum elementb into
it, on the left for the sake of argument. The new configuration is:

α1�α2� · · ·�αj b�αj+1� · · ·αt�.

Taking any slot from the first through the(j − 1)st,b, any slot from thej th through the(t − 1)st
and any element fromαt yields a· · ·� · · ·b · · ·� · · ·a · · · pattern. Thus all the slots from thej th
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through the(t − 1)st are now locked until all the slots from the first through the(j − 1)st have
been filled.

We can record this in the new configuration by subscripting thej th slot with the valuet − j

—which is to be read as “thet − j consecutive slots beginning from this one are locked, unti
slots before it have been filled.” Alternatively, a more attractive visual representation wo
to place a bar over this block of slots. Any slot under a bar cannot be filled, but bars are re
when there are no slots to the left of them.

Other insertions into thej th slot create similar locks or bars. If the intersection of two lo
is non-empty then one must be contained in the other, since a lock when created always
at the remaining slot just to the right of the current insertion and ends at the penultimate s

It is possible for locks to be extended—in the example above the construction might p
by adding a few more slots on the right-hand end (using middle insertions in the final slo
then an insertion on the right of the(j − 1)st slot. Since this new lock properly contains the
one, we can at this point discard the old lock or simply extend its bar in the visual represen

Observation 3. If we know all the locking information about a configuration, then we
determine which insertions are allowed. Furthermore, we can determine the locking inform
of the configuration resulting from any allowed insertion.

The first part of the observation is trivial since, by definition, insertions are allowed i
unlocked slots. The second follows from the notes above, since the lock formed by an in
does not depend on the actual values present, only on the slots. Locks are removed p
when their left-hand endpoint becomes the leftmost slot.

By giving slots that are not at the left-hand end of a lock a subscript of 0 and then rea
configuration only as a sequence of subscripts we see that the configurations that can ari
construction of a 4231-avoiding permutation are in one to one correspondence with seq
s1s2 · · · sm (for m � 1) of non-negative integers satisfyings1 = sm = 0, and if sk > 0 then for
all j < k + sk , j + sj � k + sk . The first condition expresses the fact that the first and last
are always unlocked, and the second that if thej th slot lies within the lock on thekth slot, then
its lock cannot extend beyond the end of that one. Sequences satisfying these conditions
called lock sequences. It can easily be established inductively (but is not actually required
the following constructions) that every lock sequence can arise in the evolution of some
avoiding permutation.

If we ignore the first and last slots (which can never be locked) and think of the loc
subintervals of{1,2,3, . . . ,m} we see that they form a family of subintervals no two of wh
have the same left endpoint, and with the property that if two intersect, then one is a subi
of the other. Of course this can be thought of as a recursive description of how such arrang
of locks can be created and it follows directly that the number of configurations of locks on
m elements is exactly themth large Schröder number (sequence A006318 of [15]). The l
Schröder numbers count paths in the non-negative half plane from(0,0) to (2n,0) using steps
u = (1,1), d = (1,−1) and h = (2,0). The correspondence is most easily seen from the
of such paths to arrangements of locks. Associate the numbers 1 throughn with the u’s and
h’s of such a sequence in order. The locks are precisely the subintervals of numbers tha
between someu and its matchingd. So, for example the sequenceuhudhuhddh corresponds to
the subintervals[1,6], [3,3] and[5,6] of the interval[1,7].

If we consider only locking sequences of length at mostk (for some fixed positive integerk)
and the symbols of the insertion encoding which are allowed to operate on them, then O
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Theorem 4. Let k be a fixed positive integer. There is a finite automatonAUTk that accepts
precisely the insertion encodings of the permutations inBk ∩ Av(4231). The states ofAUTk

can be taken to be the lock sequences of length at mostk. The transitions ofAUTk from a
given sequences are labelled by the codes of the allowed insertions in the slot configura
corresponding tos. Each such transition is froms to the lock sequence labelling the result of t
corresponding insertion.

The automata described above are simply the restrictions of an automaton AUT (with infi-
nitely many states and an infinite language) that produces the insertion encoding of precis
elements of Av(4231). Its states are arbitrary lock sequences and its transitions are precise
allowed insertions within a lock sequence.

For illustrative purposes, consider AUT4. This automaton has 10 states represented by
lock sequences 0, 00, 000, 010, 0000, 0010, 0100, 0110, 0200 and 0210. A representa
configuration for each of these states is:�, �1�, �1�2�, �2�1�, �1�2�3�, �1�3�2�,�2�1�3�, �2�14�3�, �3�1�2� and�3�2�1�. A complete transition table for this au
tomaton is shown below. Each row illustrates the transitions available from the state spec
the left-hand end of the row.

0 00 000 010 0000 0010 0100 0110 0200 0210
0 l1 m1

00 f1 l1l2r1 m2 m1
000 f1f2 l1l3r2 r1l2 m3 m2 m1
010 f1 l1l3r1 m3 m1

0000 f1f3 f2 l1l4r3 r2l3 r1l2
0010 f1f2 l1l4r2 r1l2
0100 f1 f3 l1l4r3 l3 r1
0110 f1 l1l4 r1
0200 f1 l1l4r1
0210 f1 l1l4r1

4. Computational methodology

Theorem 5. The Stanley–Wilf limitL(4231) is at least9.47.

Proof. Let L be the set of all finite lock sequences. We order this set first by length, and
lexicographically within each length. This assigns an index (the position in this ordering) to
possible lock sequence. Armed with a table of Schröder numbers, the recursive descriptiL
makes it relatively easy to compute these indices directly. Letind :L→ N be the function which
computes the index of a lock sequence.
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Using ind and its inverse the states of AUT can be indexed by the natural numbers, and
transitions of AUT can be determined.3 As our goal is primarily to determine the growth rate
the language accepted by AUTk we can use these to construct the matrixAk whose entry in rowi
and columnj is the number of transitions between the stateind−1(i) andind−1(j) (herei andj

are any pair of integers in the image of the lock sequences of length at mostk underind).
The matrixAk is irreducible because the underlying directed multigraph is strongly

nected. Furthermore it is primitive as all the diagonal entries are non-zero (each state
loop labelledl1). Thus we can apply the Perron Frobenius theorem and conclude thatAk has a
unique dominant eigenvalueλk which lies on the positive real axis and that the correspon
eigenvector is positive. Hence

lim
n→∞

(
eT

1 An
ke1

)1/n = λk.

Moreover, the generating function for the language accepted by AUTk is simply:

∞∑

n=0

eT
1 An

ke1t
n.

In other words,λk is the growth rate of the language accepted by AUTk and hence the Stanley
Wilf limit of the classBk ∩ Av(4231).

The matrixAk is relatively sparse, so the eigenvalueλk can be computed without great dif
culty even for moderately large values ofk. For instance, ifk = 13, Ak is a square matrix with
6589728 rows. There are at most 46 transitions from any state in the automaton (this is a
by the state with 12 slots having no locks—many states have significantly fewer transi
However, no row has quite this many non-zero entries as there are always several trans
the same state.

Let A = A14. BecauseA is irreducible, primitive, and non-negative an iterative schem
compute its dominant eigenvalue is guaranteed to converge. That is, we may define a s
of vectors �vk where �v1 = e1 and �vk+1 is a scalar multiple ofA�vk having some fixed norm
This method, implemented in Java, produced a dominant eigenvalue of 9.4751 for the matrixA
together with an approximate eigenvector�v. Direct computation then showed that:A�v � (9.47)�v.

Since the entries ofA are all non-negative and the diagonal entries are all positive, it follows
An�v � (9.47)n�v for all positive integersn. Since the first coordinate of�v is non-zero, it also
follows that:

lim
n→∞

(
eT

1 An
ke1

)1/n � 9.47

which, as noted above, establishes the claim of the theorem.�
A recursive method was used by Marinov and Radoičić [16] to compute the values ofsn(4231)

for n � 20. The exact complexity of this method has not been analysed. A permutation req
more thank slots to produce in the insertion encoding must have length at least 2k so sn(4231)

3 There is no reason in principle why this is necessary since we could just as well index the states by the
quences themselves. In practice, having an efficient indexing function that maps lock sequences to integers prov
significant improvements in memory use and speed of access for the actual implementation.
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is the(1,1) entry ofAn
k for anyk > n/2. Choosingk = 13 allows us to report that the values

the sequencesn(4231) for n between 21 and 25 are:

1535346218316422, 12015325816028313, 94944352095728825,

757046484552152932 and 6087537591051072864.

As Ak hasO(k(1+ √
2)2k) non-zero entries, the complexity of the computation ofsn(4231) by

this method is not more thanO(n2(1+ √
2)n) (and the constants are not large).

5. Conclusions

The lower bounds presented here add further interest to the problem of determining t
growth rate of Av(4231). Since the sequenceλk is monotone increasing and bounded ab
by L(4231), it has a limitλ∞ � L(4231). Although the generating functions for the langua
accepted by AUTk and Av(4231) agree through at the first 2k terms, this does not necessar
guarantee thatλ∞ = L(4231). So this raises:

Question 1. Is limk→∞ λk = L(4231)?

The growth rates of the automata languages for different values ofk are presented below.

k λk

1 1.0000
2 3.4142
3 5.1120
4 6.2262
5 7.0014
6 7.5693
7 8.0029
8 8.3450
9 8.6220
10 8.8511
11 9.0439
12 9.2085
13 9.3508
14 9.4751

We leave it to the reader to decide how to extrapolate from this sequence. However, th
obtained will depend on how one models the behaviour of the differenceλ∞ − λk as a function
of k. Our best guess, based on an empirical observation that the plot of 1/

√
k againstλk is

roughly linear (see Fig. 1) is that the limiting value lies between 11 and 12. Computingλk for
larger values ofk is possible—though we note that there are over 6.5× 106 states in AUT13 and
the number of states goes up by a factor of roughly 5.8 for each additional slot so significa
further progress in this direction is limited by the obvious combinatorial explosion. Howeve
natural structure of the states of AUT leaves open the possibility of a closed form or asympt
analysis of the limiting case.
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Fig. 1. A plot of the pairs(1/
√

k,λk) for 1� k � 14.

We suspect that the answer to Question 1 is yes, but the evidence is not entirely conv
It consists of the observation that for Av(312) we can carry out a similar analysis (and of cou
we know thatL(312) = 4) and because of the simple form of the corresponding autom
which only has one state for each number of slots, we can prove that the maximal eige
do converge to 4. On the other hand, for the class Av(4321) with L(4321) = 9 it is also the cas
that the underlying automata are relatively simple, the one fork slots having onlyO(k2) states.
The corresponding dominant eigenvalues do appear to converge to 9 but the rate of conv
is quite slow.

The results above show that the class of 4231 avoiders has strictly larger growth rate th
other class avoiding a single permutation of length 4. This throws open once again the q
of what makes one pattern harder to avoid than another. That is:

Question 2. Among the classesAv(π) whereπ is a single permutation of lengthk, which have
the largest growth rates? What is this largest growth rate? More generally, given two permuta
tionsπ andτ are there general methods for deciding whether or notL(π) � L(τ)?
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